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Abstract—Toward wireless medical microrobot applications
driven by an electromagnetic actuation (EMA) system, challenges
associated with movability, the electromagnetic force, and the coil
system size must be addressed. This paper presents an enhanced
EMA system with a higher magnetic field via new coil configurations, an independent magnetic field control method, and
application to the multi-degree-of-freedom (DOF) motion of an
untethered capsule endoscope. The magnetically actuated capsule endoscope (MACE) system proposed herein consists of an
endoscopic capsule with a permanent magnet in the body, eight
air-cored stationary electromagnetic coils, and a control system.
The coil system is designed to maximize the working space available within a limited equipment space. The MACE is designed
to perform full 5-DOF motion, including 3-DOF translation and
2-DOF rotation. The independent magnetic field control method
with the new coil configuration enables orientation-independentdriving (OID) control of the capsule endoscope that could not be
accomplished by previous EMA systems. The developed system
performance was verified by simulations and experiments. The
MACE motion in the spatial domain was evaluated with a robotic
endoscopic procedure and diagnostic performance by in-vitro and
ex-vivo experiments.
Index Terms—Capsule endoscope, electromagnetic actuation
(EMA) system, independent magnetic field control, medical
microrobotics.

I. I NTRODUCTION
HE FIRST wireless capsule endoscope (WCE) (Table I
summarizes the acronyms and abbreviations used in this
paper) in 2000 triggered a revolution in wireless noninvasive diagnosis methods for the gastrointestinal tract in the
medical field [1]–[3]. A camera-equipped pill-size capsule
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TABLE I
ACRONYMS AND A BBREVIATIONS

is swallowed through the mouth, and it is used to visualize the digestive organs by transmitting captured images to
a clinician for further diagnosis [4]–[6], providing a comfortable and convenient untethered gastrointestinal tract diagnosis
methodology [7]. However, passive movement and limited
operation time and space have been the major drawbacks
of the first-generation WCEs [8], [9]. Because it does not
have active locomotion, a WCE moves passively by the
peristalsis motions of the digestive organs, and thus, the conventional capsule cannot perform endoscopic motion that is
controlled by a clinician, especially in large-volume organs,
such as the stomach, and folding structures, like the colon.
Therefore, it is necessary to integrate active locomotion
of the capsule so that a clinician can actively control the
capsule position and orientation to explore the digestive
organs.
Magnetic fields have been widely applied in many applications due to their characteristics [10]–[14]. Among these, wireless actuation of endoscopic capsules has drawn the attention
of many biomedical researchers recently. By adding a permanent magnet inside the capsule body and controlling the
external magnetic field, one can operate the capsule actively.
Several methods have been attempted. Sendoh et al. [15]
and Chiba et al. [16] proposed spiral-shaped capsule endoscopes thrust by rotational and oscillating magnetic fields.
Morita et al. [17] and Kosa et al. [18] developed selfpropelling capsule endoscopes with fins that were driven by
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a magnetic field. These devices depend on the spiral structure
of the capsule and surrounding environment, causing there
to be insufficient degrees-of-freedom (DOFs) for the capsule
motion.
External robotic devices equipped with a static magnetic
attraction field have been studied [19]–[23]. A robotic arm
system with a permanent magnet attached to the end effector can move the capsule in the gastrointestinal tract [24].
Carpi et al. [25], [26] introduced a Stereotaxis system that
used a static magnetic field, and it exhibited good steering performance. These systems incorporated strong magnetic
fields from large permanent magnets to control the WCE over
obstacles, such as U-shaped folds, but had controllability limitations caused by the one-directional attraction forces from the
large external permanent magnets, had insufficient DOFs and
a poor response times, and the maneuvering processes were
complex.
Recently, electromagnetic actuation (EMA) systems have
been applied to WCEs as potential untethered actuators to
fulfill multi-DOF motions in the human body. Rey et al. [9]
and Keller et al. [27] presented a magnetic-guided capsule
endoscope (MGCE) system to control the capsule in the
human stomach. The system consisted of 12 stationary electromagnetic coils and was capable of controlling the capsule
with five DOFs, where 2-DOF rotation is used for steering and 3-DOF translation is used for driving the capsule
along a desired direction. Lee et al. [28] presented an active
locomotion intestinal capsule endoscope (ALICE) system for
three-dimensional (3-D) locomotion of a WCE in digestive
organs. The system consisted of ten coils to generate uniform magnetic fields and gradient magnetic fields separately.
The uniform magnetic field generated by a Helmholtz coil
and uniform saddle coil were used to align the capsule,
and the gradient magnetic field from the saddle pair coils
and Maxwell coil was used to propel the capsule along a
planned path.
For practical installation at a clinical site, the suggested
EMA system configuration must have a maximum available working space within the limited space and a familiar shape with sufficient DOF movability. However, several
previous systems could perform head-and-go (HAG) motion
only where the propulsion direction was aligned with the
heading direction because of the restriction of the electromagnet configuration and the traditional control concept for
the magnetic field utilization via the Helmholtz and Maxwell
coils. Thus, flexible multi-DOF motion and a large volumetric
working space with a minimal system size are essential for
untethered capsule endoscope applications, including further
micro-functionalities, such as biopsies and tattooing inside the
human body [29]–[32] (see Fig. 1).
In this paper, we present a novel method of independent directional steering and driving motion for magnetic
actuation of a capsule endoscope (MACE) system for flexiblemotion untethered gastrointestinal diagnosis, especially for use
in the stomach. This method is a significant improvement,
especially in terms of a coil system design for practical medical applications and an independent magnetic field control
method, over previous EMA systems applied for microrobot
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Fig. 1.
Motions of a capsule endoscope controlled by the proposed
EMA system. (a) Six basic motions of the traditional capsule endoscope:
z-axis translation, x-axis translation, y-axis translation, pitching, yawing, and
rotation about an arbitrary axis by combining yaw and pitch motion. (b) Newly
requested motions for practical diagnosis in the gastrointestinal tract.

actuation [22], [23]. The configuration of the coil system, consisting of eight air-core-type electromagnets, was designed
to maximize the inner bore size and minimize the whole
EMA system size, which is also related to the weight of the
EMA system. The important problem of insufficient force and
maneuverability of the capsule was resolved through a novel
independent magnetic field control method that utilized a linear combination of magnetic fields. This is significantly different from the previous pair-coil control schemes based on the
properties of the Maxwell and Helmholtz coils. Compared to
the MGCE [27] (12 coils) and ALICE (10 coils) systems [28],
the proposed system uses fewer coils, but can realize 3-D locomotion, regardless of the robot position, with high propulsion
force up to 225 mN. Orientation-independent-driving (OID)
motions, such as levitation with horizontal alignment, which
could not be realized in the previous systems, were demonstrated for conducting scanning tasks more effectively in this
paper [see Fig. 1(b)].
The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. In Section II,
an overview of the developed system is discussed. The flexible maneuvers, which have not been presented previously,
are introduced. The independent control algorithm, together
with the remote control scheme, is discussed in Section III. In
Section IV, we describe the controllability of the system
through the independent control method as well as validation through simulation. The analysis shows that the proposed
system is capable of controlling the driving force independently of the capsule’s posture. The experimental results
described in Section V demonstrate both basic motions and
the proposed maneuvers. Section VI concludes this paper and
provides a discussion of the proposed system and future work.
II. S YSTEM OVERVIEW
A. MACE Design
The EMA system was designed to have the maximum
workspace, accounting for the patient’s supine posture and
the device’s coil size. Fundamental air-core-type electromagnets were incorporated to form the configuration of the
EMA system; they could be manufactured at a large scale
for clinical applications so that a recumbent patient could be
accommodated inside. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the system has
a tubular shape with a pair of Helmholtz coils (HC-y), a pair
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Fig. 2. Schematic of coil configuration of the proposed system. (a) Isometric
view. (b) Side view. (c) Front view. HC, MC, and RC denote Helmholtz,
Maxwell, and rectangular coils, respectively.
TABLE II
T ECHNICAL S PECIFICATIONS OF MACE
Fig. 3. (a) and (b) FEM model of a rectangular coil with general isometric and xz-plane views, respectively. The red arrow indicates the direction of
the input current. (c) 3-D magnetic field flux density at 1 A in an ROI of
60 × 60 × 60 (mm3 ). (d) Magnetic field map in the xz-plane going through
the origin in the ROI. The arrows in (c) and (d) indicate the direction and
magnitude of the magnetic field. (e) Measured and simulated values of magnetic field intensity in the x- and z-direction (m-Hx, m-Hz, s-Hx, and x-Hz,
respectively) at different positions along the x- and z-axes.

of Maxwell coils (MC-z), and two pairs of rectangular coils
(RC-1, RC-2). The design specifications of the electromagnetic coils for the prototype EMA system in this paper are
summarized in Table II.
To maximize the inner space for the given coil shape and
size, we structured the rectangular coils to have 45◦ inclination
angles from the xy-plane, as shown in Fig. 2(c), which could
accommodate the dorsal length of the human body in a real
application. This novel configuration also overcomes the limitation in control of the previous systems, in which only HAG
could be achieved. By rotating the RCs 45◦ , we realized the
benefits of the magnetic field in the x- and z-directions, which
enabled the proposed OID motions of the capsule endoscope.
Fig. 3 shows the finite element method (FEM) simulation
result for the rectangular coil. The normalized magnetic field
flux density in the xz-plane, as depicted in Fig. 3(d), can be
decomposed to magnetic field components in the x-direction
(Hx) and z-direction (Hz). Fig. 3(e) indicates that Hx and Hz
are approximate and nonuniform magnetic fields contributing
magnetic force in the x- and z-direction to the system.
Inspired by clinically available medical devices, such as
magnetic resonance imaging systems and the fundamentals
of air-core electromagnets, we applied a similar design concept to our untethered microrobot system. Traditionally, the
EMA system has been controlled by utilizing the magnetic

field definition of Maxwell and the Helmholtz pair coils, where
the gradient magnetic field is created by the Maxwell coil and
the uniform magnetic field is created by the Helmholtz coil.
However, to enhance the magnetic field and implement more
flexible movement, we explored independent magnetic field
control on the designed EMA configuration.
B. Motions of the Capsule Endoscope and Special
Maneuvers
The basic motions of the capsule, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a),
were primarily developed to visualize the digestive organs,
which are different in size and shape. The capsule can be
controlled to move in the x-, y-, and z-directions and perform
pitching and yawing motions [large steering-wheel motion at
the head of the capsule, denoted by the numbers 4 and 5 in
Fig. 1(a)]. Coupling motions were also required; for example,
in narrow tubular-shaped organs, such as the bowel, rotational
motion about an arbitrary axis [small steering-wheel motion at
the head of the capsule, denoted by the number 6 in Fig. 1(a)]
is more effective. The steering-wheel movements of the capsule head (camera position) provide the clinician multiple view
angles, which are highly important in endoscopy. Because the
miniature camera equipped on the WCE has a limited focusing range, the target cannot be seen clearly when the capsule
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is far from the target or too close to the organ’s wall [1]; it
is even worse for observation of the upper part of the stomach because of the organ’s large volume. Hence, additional
maneuvers are necessary to manipulate the capsule more easily and effectively in large organs. Fig. 1(b) shows two special
scenarios to examine and interact with the upper part of the
stomach by OID control. For an application where the organ
is filled with water, the capsule can be levitated from position
1 to 2 and maneuvered by translation and pitching at the water
surface. However, in cases where the physician needs to interact with tissue, such as in a biopsy, the capsule can levitate
from position 3 to 4 and perform pitching motion to create
the desired torque. These maneuvers offer the WCE flexibility in diagnosis and eliminate blind spots during large-organ
diagnosis.
III. I NDEPENDENT M AGNETIC F IELD C ONTROL
A. Independently Controlled Electromagnet
When a dipole magnetic object within a microrobot (the
endoscopic capsule in this paper) is placed in a magnetic
field region (EMA system), it can be aligned and propelled
by the magnetic field flux density and gradient magnetic
field, respectively. The magnetic torque and force exerted on
the microrobot and its equation of motion considering it to
be a permanent magnet in the magnetic field region can be
expressed as follows:
τ = VM × B
F = V(M • ∇)B
and


M(q) q̈ + G(q) + ftissue + fmc = τ

(1)

F

T

(2)

where V, M, and B are the volume and magnetization of
the permanent magnet in the WCE and the magnetic field
flux density exerted by the EMA system, respectively. M
and G are the inertia and gravity of the capsule dynamics,
respectively; q(q = x, y, z) is a base coordinate in Cartesian
space. ftissue and fmc are friction forces in each direction
and muscular contraction forces of the organs, respectively.
For in-vitro experiments, we discarded the muscular contraction forces [33]. However, muscular contraction and other
physiological movements should be considered for in-vivo
application in the future work. The magnetization of the permanent magnet and the magnetic flux density are described in
the Cartesian coordinate system as the following vectors:
T
T


(3)
M = Mx , My , Mz and B = Bx , By , Bz .
The magnetic torque, τ , changes the orientation of the
magnetic object coincident with the direction of the applied
magnetic field, B, and the magnetic force, F, drives the microrobot in (1). If the applied magnetic field is not changed too
rapidly and the working environment has lower friction, the
microrobot will naturally follow the generated magnetic field.
However, while manipulating the capsule endoscope in a tissue environment, the resultant magnetic torque must overcome
the friction force between the organ’s surface and the capsule body. To calculate the magnetic torque, the actual posture
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of the capsule should be identified, which requires feedback.
Hence, to simplify the control, we assume that the WCE
always follows the applied external magnetic field and that we
needed only a force control strategy. Once the desired motion
of the capsule is input to the control system, the controller
generates a sufficient magnetic field for the aligning torque
and driving force until the actual movement of the capsule
occurs so that the operator can control the diagnostic view
from a monitor. The driving force can be expressed in a more
intuitive form as follows:
T

∂B
∂B
M.
(4)
F = V ∂B
∂x
∂y
∂z
In addition, for any given point P(x, y, z) in the workspace,
the magnetic field created by the nth single electromagnetic
coil can be expressed by the vector Bn (P), which is computed
by the product of the input current i in amperes and magnetic
field per unit current b̂n (P) as follows:
⎤ ⎡
⎤
⎡
b̂x,n (P)
Bx,n (P)
(5)
Bn (P) = ⎣ By,n (P) ⎦ = ⎣ b̂y,n (P) ⎦ i.
Bz,n (P)
b̂z,n (P)
Based on the superposition property of the air-core electromagnet, for n-coil system the resultant magnetic field at point
P can be expressed by a combination of linearly independent
magnetic field vectors as follows:
⎡ ⎤
⎡
⎤ i1
b̂x,1 (P) ... b̂x,8 (P) ⎢ i2 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
(6)
B(P) = ⎣ b̂y,1 (P) ... b̂y,8 (P) ⎦⎢ . ⎥ = b̂(P) i
⎣ .. ⎦
b̂z,1 (P) ... b̂z,8 (P)
i8
where we considered the eight-coil system designed in this
paper. b̂(P) ∈ R3×8 is the mapping matrix in tesla per ampere
from the current-input matrix to the magnetic field.
We obtained the partial derivative of the magnetic field, B,
along with the x-, y-, and z-directions to compute the magnetic
force in (4) in the same manner. These terms can be expressed
as the contribution of each individual coil at the center of the
workspace
⎡ ⎤
i1
⎥
⎢


i
∂B(P)
⎢ 2 ⎥ ∂ b̂(P)
1 (P)
8 (P) ⎢
= ∂ b̂∂q
i. (7)
. . . ∂ b̂∂q
.. ⎥ =
⎣.⎦
∂q
∂q
i8
By equating (4), (6), and (7), the resultant magnetic field
and magnetic force acting on the unit volume object can be
calculated as follows:
⎡
⎤⎡ ⎤
i1
b̂(P)
⎢ T
⎥⎢ i2 ⎥
B
⎢ M ∂ b̂(P)/∂x ⎥⎢ ⎥
=⎢ T
(8)
⎥⎢ . ⎥ = X(P)i.
F
⎣ M ∂ b̂(P)/∂y ⎦⎣ .. ⎦
MT ∂ b̂(P)/∂z
i8
Finally, the current inputs to eight electromagnetic coils
are mapped onto the magnetic field and force through the
6×8 actuation matrix, X(P), in (8). Several methods are available to obtain b̂(P) and ∂ b̂(P)/∂q, which are required to form
the actuation matrix for solving the magnetic field and force
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Fig. 4. (a) Capsule endoscope schematic. (b) Remote actuation mechanism
of the microrobot. θ defines the angle between the xz-plane and desired plane
where the robot is controlled. α represents the angle between the controlled
vector and its projection on the xy-plane. (c) OID motion within controlled
plane Q.

equations of (8). One can either compute the magnetic field
values at the center point by the Biot–Savart law, using FEM,
or by utilizing actual measurements of the magnetic field of
the fabricated system with available magnetic sensors. In this
paper, we used the FEM modeling approach to establish the
actuation matrix.
Once the desired magnetic field and force, in terms of
magnitude and direction, are determined with respect to the
operator commands, the input current to each electromagnet can be calculated by using the pseudoinverse of X(P) as
follows:
i = X(P)†

B
F

(9)
desired

where the superscript † denotes the pseudoinverse. Because
X(P) ∈ R6×8 is not a symmetric matrix, we choose a two-norm
minimized solution as a control input current in (9). The twonorm optimization provided the minimum total input current to
all the eight coils, which proportionally minimizes the power
consumption and heating issues during EMA operation [34].

Fig. 5. Block diagram of the remote independent magnetic field control
scheme applied to the WCE driven by the external EMA system.

field B, and the magnitude of magnetic force F), the desired
magnetic field and force vectors can be obtained as follows:
⎤
⎡
B cos(αB ) cos(θB )
⎢ B cos(αB ) sin(θB ) ⎥
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
B
B sin(αB )
⎥
(10)
=⎢
⎢
F desired ⎢ F cos(αF ) cos(θF ) ⎥
⎥
⎣ F cos(αF ) sin(θF ) ⎦
F sin(αF )
where αB , θB , αF , and θF are input by a joystick device, and
B and F are adjusted by a computer keyboard. Equation (10)
is substituted into (9) to obtain the input current for each electromagnetic coil. Fig. 5 shows the block diagram of the whole
control scheme for the MACE. To guarantee the stability and
the safety of the EMA system, limit bounds were set in the
software, including maximum supply current (20 A), maximum of B (95 mT) and F (225 mN), and input direction
(alignment and propulsion angle) as analyzed in Section IV-A.
IV. S YSTEM C HARACTERIZATION
A. Maneuverability Analysis

B. Remote Control Scheme
The proposed EMA system is designed to control the next
generation of capsule endoscopes equipped a functional module, as illustrated in Fig. 4(a). An endoscopic capsule normally
has a camera module that takes images of the surrounding
environment. The captured images are then sent wirelessly
to an external storage device by a radio-frequency module.
These electrical components are powered by cell batteries. An
untethered capsule with a permanent magnet inside enables
remote control. Fig. 4(b) shows the remote actuation scheme
with defined magnetic field and force vectors in a global coordinate system for the traditional HAG motion. The vectors’
directions are defined by a yaw angle θ and pitch angle α, both
of which are applied for the aligning and driving directions.
In other words, the capsule can be aligned by the pitch angle
αB within the θB -tilted plane Q and driven along the heading direction. Fig. 4(c) illustrates the control scheme for the
OID motion, where the WCE can move along any direction
without changing its posture, which enables special maneuvers in Fig. 1(b). From the operator input values (the aligning
pitch angle αB , aligning yaw angle θB , driving pitch angle αF ,
driving yaw angle θF , the magnitude of the desired magnetic

The designed EMA system and microrobot are an overactuated redundant system, as the number of actuators (eight
coils) is greater than the number of DOFs of the microrobot (maximum six DOFs). With six electromagnets, failure
conditions occur for some inputs [B F]T (which are called
singularities) and could lead to physical damage of the electromagnets. Over-actuated redundant systems, by virtue of
singularities avoidance and enhanced magnetic forces, can
afford alternative processes to the clinician and operators in
actual applications [34], [35].
The actuation matrix, X(P), in (8) is the governing equation of the spatial motion of the microrobot driven by the
EMA system. Then, we can predetermine the available robot
motions of the system by examining the actuation matrix.
The rank of the actuation matrix, X(P), represents the number
of independent constraints and is the number of independent
motions that can be driven by the current input to each coil,
because the rank of a matrix is the smallest number of independent rows or columns. If the actuation matrix has a greater
rank, more independent robot motions can be made. However,
physically, because the dipole permanent magnet is unable to
rotate about its magnetization axis, the maximum DOFs of
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Fig. 6. Rank examination procedure with representative cases. Red dots are
the cardinal orientations representing the microrobot postures.

a microrobot having a dipole magnet inside is five, corresponding to x-, y-, and z-translational, yawing, and pitching
motions. Thus, the maximum rank of the actuation matrix of
the MACE is five.
1) Steering Analysis: It was assumed that the microrobot
naturally follows the generated magnetic field in the system’s
region of interest (ROI). Therefore, the degrees-of-steering of
the microrobot are equivalent to those of the EMA system,
which is determined by the upper three rows of the actuation matrix, b̂(P). Using the rank function in MATLAB, b̂(P)
has rank 3, which gives the MACE two degrees-of-steering
(yawing and pitching motion).
2) Driving Analysis: The magnetic force is determined by
the three lower rows of the actuation matrix, which depend
on the magnetization M (posture of the capsule) and magnetic
field. Fig. 6 illustrates the representative cardinal orientations
of the microrobot postures, corresponding to the available driving directions for the different postures of the robot, where
pitch angle α and yaw angle θ vary from 0◦ to 360◦ , ignoring overlap. There are three possible rank cases: rank = 1, 2,
and 3. Out of the 129.600 posture examinations, two postures
have rank 1, as depicted by blue circles in Fig. 6. However,
the full DOF motion implementation requires at least rank 2.
Thus, we must include exception handling in the control software to avoid singular motion in this case. With θ = 0◦ , the
lower three submatrices have rank 2, and the WCE can be
propelled in any direction within the xz-plane, regardless of
the alignment direction. For the other postures, we can verify
that the rank of the actuation matrix of the system is 3, and
the microrobot has full controllability in 3-D space.
B. Simulation: HAG and OID Motion Verification
To verify the independent control theory in which the generated magnetic field is a linear combination of component
magnetic fields from individual electromagnets, an FEM simulation was conducted in COMSOL Multiphysics Modeling
5.2 (COMSOL, Inc., Sweden) for the designed system using
the parameters in Table II. The unit current (1 A) was input
to each coil to obtain the unit magnetic field vector and gradient field components at the center of the ROI. The magnetic
field data set in a 60 mm × 60 mm × 60 mm spatial grid for
the ROI center was constructed for the in situ simulation. The
data collected at each point consisted of the magnetic field
per unit current and corresponding gradient field components.

Fig. 7. FEM simulation results in the xz-plane of a 60 mm × 60 mm
ROI. The effective ROI is bounded by a black dotted circle. Color indicates the value of the magnetic field. (a) FEM data for HAG control with
desired input (θB , αB ) = (0, 90) and (θF , αF ) = (0, 90). (b) Magnetic force
map corresponding to (a). (c) FEM data for independent control with desired
input (θB , αB ) = (0, 0) and (θF , αF ) = (0, 90). (d) Magnetic force direction
corresponding to (c).

Fig. 8.

Experimental setup for the capsule test.

The generated magnetic field at each point were calculated
with the current input obtained in (9) by the linearity and
superposition property of the magnetic field. Fig. 7 shows the
in situ simulation results for two representative cases of both
control approaches: 1) conventional control (HAG motion)
and 2) independent control (OID motion). In the conventional
control approach, the WCE is aligned and propelled along
the aligned axis [Fig. 7(a) and (b)]. By applying independent
control, we could implement OID motion, where the capsule could be levitated with a horizontal posture, as shown
in Fig. 7(c) and (d).
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
A. Experimental Setup
A prototype of the MACE system was built based on the
system design concept presented in Section II for performance
evaluation. The body frame of the EMA system was made of
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TABLE III
C ALIBRATION AT THE C ENTER P OINT OF THE ROI W ITH A U NIT C URRENT FOR E ACH E LECTROMAGNET

Fig. 9. Simulation and experimental data comparison for a repulsive magnetic
force along the y-axis exerted on a capsule, including a cylindrical magnet
with a 5-mm diameter and 10-mm length.

aluminum alloy to reduce the high thermal conductivity of the
material and lower the sensitivity to the magnetic field. The
power supplies of the system were MX12 (4EA) and 3001LX
(4EA) from California Instruments, controlled by a LabVIEW
program to input the current into each of the eight electromagnets separately. The WCE prototype was fabricated by
a 3-D printer, Objet 30 Pro (Stratasys Direct Manufacturing,
Ltd., USA) with VeroClear material. A cylindrical permanent magnet made of neodymium (M = 955 000 A/m) with
a 5-mm diameter and 10-mm length was placed inside the
WCE body. The magnetization direction of the permanent
magnet was designed to be aligned with the longitudinal
axis of the WCE body. In addition, two cameras (Logitech,
C920) were equipped with the EMA system to monitor the
motion of the WCE via top and side views. We used a commercially available joystick controller (Logitech, Extreme 3-D
Pro) to input the pitch and yaw angles to the system, where
the input resolution was set to 1◦ . The experimental setup is
shown in Fig. 8.
B. Calibration
A calibration procedure is necessary to ensure that the
generated magnetic field matches that of the simulation.

Fig. 10. Tracking error (red solid) for the desired path (black dash) in the
xy-plane with the given open-loop control conditions. (a) θ = 0◦ . (b) θ = 30◦ .
(c) θ = 45◦ . (d) θ = 60◦ . (e) θ = 90◦ . (f) Summary of alignment and
propulsion direction errors in the base plane.

To calibrate the MACE, we used a three-channel Bell
8030 Gauss/Tesla meter (Magnetic sciences) to measure the
magnetic field H in amperes per meter at the center of the ROI
along x-, y-, and z-axis. A magnetic field was created one-ata-time by a single electromagnet with an excitation current of
1 A and compared to the simulation values at the ROI’s center.
Table III summaries the measured magnetic field Hmeasured
and simulation field Hsimulated . k is the ratio between the
magnitudes of the vectors Hmeasured and Hsimulated . It was
used as a scaling factor to generate the magnetic field within
the ROI as desired. Errorθ and Errorα were to evaluate the
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Fig. 11. Overlapping pictures of the HAG control scenario. (a) x-axis translation. (b) y-axis translation. (c) z-axis translation. (d) Yawing. (e) Pitching.
(f) Rotation about the z-axis.

misalignment in θ and α directions [see Fig. 4(b)] between
the desired (simulation) and real (measured) magnetic field
vectors, respectively. They were calculated as follows:




(11)
Errorθ = tan−1 Hsx , Hsy − tan−1 Hmx , Hmy


2 + H2 , H
Errorα = tan−1 Hsx
sz
sy


2 + H2 , H
(12)
− tan−1 Hmx
mz .
my
The errors were insignificant and remained unchanged when
applying the scaling factor to the control software. The coil
fabrication process and misalignment during manufacturing of
the system were the main error sources.
C. Test of EMA Performance
Fig. 9 shows the magnetic force data of the developed
system. To move the capsule in digestive organs, the propulsive or repulsive force from the EMA system must be higher
than the frictional force between the capsule and environment,
as described in (2). The frictional coefficient was estimated
to vary from the order of 10−3 in the large intestine to
10−1 in the small intestine [25]. This value is dependent on
several factors, including the surface properties of the environment, the movement speed, and the geometry of the capsule
body [36]–[38]. As suggested in [25], a maximum friction
coefficient of 1 is a reasonable value for precautionary. The
friction forces exerted on commercial WCEs are estimated to
be 30–60 mN depending on their weights [7]. We measured
the magnetic force along the y-axis acting on the prototype
capsule composed of a permanent magnet with a diameter
of 5 mm and a length of 10 mm. To eliminate the effect of
the magnetic field, a force gauge (MARK-10 Force Gauge
Series 5) was fixed outside the system, and a polymer string
was used to connect the capsule and the sensor. The capsule
was placed at the center of the ROI inside a glass tube with
a diameter of 20 mm along the y-axis. The gradient magnetic
field was input from 0 to 1.2 T/m (at maximum supply current) with a step of 0.1 T/m. As shown in Fig. 9, the measured
data were close to the calculated and simulated values, and the
maximum resultant force was approximately 225 mN, which
is approximately four times higher than maximum estimated

friction force. From this measurement, one can use the in situ
force simulation data for quick analysis.
Second, we evaluated the error in the alignment and propulsion directions within the xy-plane. The capsule was placed
in a test bed made of an acrylate plate with a size of
60 mm × 60 mm. The bed was filled with silicone oil
with a viscosity of 50 cS to avoid the effect of friction
and rolling motion due to the cylindrical shape of the capsule’s body. The capsule was pushed to move along five
representative paths with θ = 0◦ , 30◦ , 45◦ , 60◦ , and 90◦ .
Each was repeated five times. Fig. 10(a)–(e) shows the reference (desired) and controlled (actual) paths of the examined
cases. The errors in the alignment and propulsion directions
are summarized in Fig. 10(f). The maximum alignment error
was smaller than 1.5◦ and that of the propulsion angle was
approximately 2.7◦ for the 30◦ path. In the open-loop control,
a small rotational error at the beginning of the motion caused
the increase of tracking errors in the movement direction.
Ideally, the computational values obtained through the simulation and actual measurements of the electromagnets should
be the same. However, because of the physical parameter discrepancy due to fabrication and installation, small propulsion
errors were unavoidable. The errors in our system were less
than 2.7◦ within the designed ROI (60 mm × 60 mm) and were
insignificant, as discussed elsewhere [28]. For the next step,
closed-loop control will be applied to enhance the system’s
performance.

D. Maneuvering Scenario 1: Head-and-Go Control
Fig. 11 shows overlapping pictures from the top and front
views of the six basic motions of the robot illustrated in Fig. 1.
HAG control is normally used in the locomotion of a WCE
in the gastrointestinal tract because of its simple actuation
mechanism, in which the propulsion force is applied along
the same direction as the alignment direction. To observe and
capture the motions of the capsule during the tests, the capsule was placed in a water-filled transparent cube with a size
of 60 mm × 60 mm × 60 mm. For translational motions along
the x-, y-, and z-axis, αF and θF were set equal to αB and θB ,
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Fig. 12. Overlapping pictures of the OID control scenario. (a) x-translation with z-alignment. (b) z-levitation with x-alignment. (c) x-translation with
z-alignment while levitating. (d) x-translation with x-alignment while levitating. (e) Pitching while levitating. (f) Yawing while levitating.

respectively. The gradient field was subsequently created after
the alignment to move the capsule along the planned path.

E. Maneuvering Scenario 2: Orientation-IndependentDriving Motion in Water
Unlike HAG control, OID control is proposed for the next
generation of WCEs that are capable of not only scanning
the digestive organs but also performing functions. When the
system has a total rank of 5 or 6, it can be driven in any direction, regardless of the capsule’s posture. Fig. 12 illustrates the
representative OID movements of the WCE prototype within
the xz-plane, in which the propulsion direction and alignment direction were orthogonal. The capsule can be aligned
along the z- or x-axis, after which a gradient magnetic field
can be applied to move it along x- or z-axis, as shown in
Fig. 12(a) and (b), respectively. The capsule could be levitated with a vertical or horizontal posture and moved along the
x-axis by slightly changing the propulsion angle, as depicted
in Fig. 12(c) and (d). In addition, we demonstrated pitching and yawing motion of the capsule during levitation in
Fig. 12(e) and (f), respectively. To do this, the capsule was
first lifted at any initial orientation, and the pitch (yaw) angles
were subsequently adjusted with a step of 1◦ to the desired
direction.

Fig. 13. Independent control (levitation and pitching) to scan the upper part
of the stomach at different positions in an air environment.

Fig. 14. (a) Capsule endoscope equipped with a wired camera. (b) Large
intestine phantom. (c) Stomach phantom with targets: 1—early gastric cancer, 2—gastric ulcers, and 3—polyp.

F. Maneuvering Scenario 3: OID Control in Air
In the case where the capsule works in a stomach not
filled with water, it is difficult to lift and maintain its position in air. One can apply OID control to lift the capsule
at any initial posture and then perform pitching or yawing
to obtain a close-up view of the upper part or general view
of the bottom. Fig. 13 shows the pitching motions while
levitating the prototype in a stomach-shaped phantom. This
OID motion is useful when the operator wants the capsule
to interact with the tissue. For a functional WCE, the torque
due to the rolling motion while levitating motion can be
significant.

G. Capsule Endoscope in Stomach Phantom
To evaluate the performance of the proposed system, we
conducted experiments in stomach and large intestine phantom from EsophagoGastroDuodenoscopy Simulator LM-103
(see Fig. 14). The capsule was equipped with a small wired
camera and permanent magnets. The outer cover of the capsule was fabricated by a 3-D printer, Objet 30 Pro (Stratasys
Direct Manufacturing, Ltd., USA), with VeroClear material.
The capsule was connected to the center computer via an
image acquisition device to store data from the camera. To
diagnose the upper part of the stomach without water, we
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Fig. 15. Captured images of capsule movements in the stomach phantom
from endoscopy. (a)–(c) Levitation and pitching. (d)–(f) Locomotion.

applied maneuvering scenario 3 to the capsule. In the stomach
phantom, there were two lesions and one polyp. The goal was
to search and visualize them for the clinician. The movements
of the capsule were observed by a conventional endoscope
instrument to evaluate the performance in the stomach phantom. The captured images are shown in Fig. 15. Fig. 16 shows
the images extracted from the capsule upon reaching the targets. The MACE demonstrated the ability of the capsule robot
to explore the digestive organs.

Fig. 16. Captured images from the camera of the WCE in the stomach
phantom. (a) General appearance of the large intestine. (b) Close-up view of
the large intestine wall. (c) Gastric ulcer-position 2 in Fig. 14(b). (d) Early
gastric cancer-position 1 in Fig. 14(b). (e) General view of the lower stomach.
(f) Close-up view of polyp-position 3 in Fig. 14(b).

H. Ex-Vivo Test
The ex-vivo test was performed in a piece of porcine small
intestine purchased from slaughterhouse. It was not preprocessed to keep the features of real tissue, including viscosity
and elasticity. 70 mm of small intestine was collapsed and put
in air inside ROI of EMA system as shown in Fig. 17. Capsule
was align along y-axis and moved forward and backward.
Fig. 17 illustrates the sequential images of capsule’s movement
with estimated average speed of 88 mm/s. Capsule could move
straightly as planned with relative high velocity compared to
previous discussed studies. This is a significant improvement
due to the enhanced magnetic field and propulsion force.

Fig. 17. Movement of capsule in collapsed porcine small intestine with
timecode in format min:sec:frame (captured frame rate was 30 frames/s).

VI. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSION
This paper presented an independent electromagnetic field
control method of a novel EMA system for flexible motional
manipulation of a capsule endoscope. Table IV summarizes the comparison between the proposed system and
previous EMA systems for capsule endoscope applications.
The proposed system can generate higher magnetic fields and
gradient field with fewer electromagnets. The MACE can perform OID motions, which can overcome the limitations of
conventional EMA systems and provide functional flexibility.
For example, a WCE can be integrated with a biopsy tool
in the middle of the body to sample tissue [26], [39]. For
previous systems, the clinician may require the patient to turn
around to take sample tissue at the upper parts of the examined organs [9], [22]. With the MACE, a biopsy capsule can
be levitated and rolled simultaneously to cut the upper tissue
without moving the patient. MACE also has the potential for

use in other medical applications, such as magnetically tipped
catheters and guidewires.
The MACE system consists of a novel EMA system,
a WCE, and an independent magnetic field control methodology. The configuration of the EMA system is designed
to realize maximized workspace for a given coil size with
eight air-cored electromagnets. Those air-cored electromagnets are conventional coil systems, known as Helmholtz and
Maxwell coils that have been previously utilized with a constraint of pair-coil control. Herein, by developing a novel
methodology of independent magnetic field control for this
conventional coil configuration, we enhanced the ROI of
the EMA system and the electromagnetic field strength. As
a result, the developed EMA system could realize 5-DOF
wireless OID motion control of the WCE and produce up
to 225 mN of propulsion force on the capsule prototype.
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TABLE IV
C OMPARISON OF E LECTROMAGNETIC C OIL S YSTEMS FOR C APSULE E NDOSCOPE M ANIPULATION

The estimated moving speed in small intestine of pig was
88 mm/s, which is high in applications for capsule and
results in shortening the diagnosis time. To the best of the
authors’ knowledge, this paper is the first to apply independent
magnetic field control for the conventional pair coil system,
resulting in an enlarged workspace, strengthened magnetic
field, and minimized input current. Clinically, compared to
other systems, the proposed system can provide superiority
for precise diagnosis of gastrointestinal tract through active
locomotion as well as short diagnostic time by enhanced electromagnetic field. Optimized system size can be implemented
for middle- and small-size clinical environment. In addition,
using fewer air-core electromagnet with optimized electrical consumption also brings cost effectiveness for practical
implementation.
We also showed a practical application of the independent
magnetic field control methodology for special maneuvers of
the capsule endoscope with more flexible spatial motions.
These maneuvers were demonstrated through simulations and
in-vitro experiments in a stomach phantom. Through the application of the suggested coil system and control methodology
of an endoscopic capsule, the MACE could provide flexible
motions of a WCE for further applications. The results demonstrated the high potential for multifunctional applications
of the microrobot, such as biopsies, tattooing, and microsurgery in digestive organs, utilizing the developed locomotion
modalities and position recognition [40].
Since the MACE is composed of electromagnets that are
also considered to be inductors, operating with an alternating current may cause changes in the inductance of the coils.
That would result in distortion of the magnetic field due to
current attenuation and heat induction effects. However, our
system operates with a direct current, then, these factors can
be neglected. Generally, EMA systems have a common limitation in heat issue, because operating with a high electrical
current for long periods of time leads to increasing temperature
of the overall system. A cooling system should be considered
for actual full-size systems.

This paper remains several limitations. The experiments
were conducted without considering the organic disturbances,
such as peristaltic motion of digestive organs and pressures
from nearby organs and so on. Since these physiological disturbances are not predictable and can be evaluated by in-vivo
experiments, future work will be conducted to deal with these
unmeasurable quantities based on the enhanced electromagnets utilization proposed in this paper. Moreover, the advanced
control and dynamic analysis will be studied for the development of autonomous WCEs, including closed-loop feedback
control by utilizing available output measurements. As well,
in-vivo WCE position estimation methods will also be implemented for precise motion control and unmanned maneuvering
by using recently proposed methods [41]–[43].
Finally, the actual scaled system will be fabricated, and invivo experiments will be conducted based on the proof-ofconcept validation results in this paper for practical installation
at clinical sites.
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